GEOGRAPHY SUMMER RESEARCH AWARD

Doing research this summer? Need funding for travel or other research expenses? Apply for the

2019 Peter J. Condakes Summer Research Fellowship Award!

The School of Geography is now accepting applications for the 2019 Peter J. Condakes Summer Research Fellowship! This award is open to continuing undergraduate students majoring in Geography, Global Environmental Studies, or Earth System Science who have an interest in environmental concerns. Recipients of this fellowship will be awarded a $1500 stipend to support a summer research project under faculty supervision.

To apply, download an application from our website or pick one up from the Program Administrator in Jefferson 210 (or scan this QR code!). Applications contain further details and requirements. Students must have a faculty sponsor and project in mind at the time of application.

DUE DATE: FRIDAY MARCH 1, 2019 (5PM)

This opportunity is made possible by a generous gift from Peter J. Condakes, an alumnus and Geography major from the Class of 1978

QUESTIONS? EMAIL RACHEL LEVITT (RLEVITT@CLARKU.EDU)
OFFICIAL FUNDING APPLICATION

ABOUT THE AWARD
The School of Geography is now accepting applications for the 2019 Peter J. Condakes Summer Research Fellowship! Recipients of this fellowship will be awarded a $1500 stipend to support a summer research project under faculty supervision. This opportunity is made possible by a generous gift from Peter J. Condakes, an alumnus and Geography major from the Class of 1978.

ELIGIBILITY
This award is open to continuing undergraduate students majoring in Geography, Global Environmental Studies, or Earth System Science who have an interest in environmental concerns and who have completed GEOG 141 (Research Design & Methods in Geography) at the time of applying.

YOUR NAME: ____________________________________________
STUDENT ID #:_________________________________________
YEAR AT CLARK (CIRCLE ONE): FIRST YEAR   SOPHOMORE   JUNIOR
YEAR OF GRADUATION:________________________
MAJOR/MINOR/CONCENTRATION:________________________________________
LOCAL MAILING ADDRESS OR CAMPUS BOX NUMBER:_________________________

CURRENT CUMULATIVE GPA:_________________________
YOUR CLARK EMAIL ADDRESS: _______________________________________
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF INTENDED RESEARCH:________________________

_________________________________________________________

NAME AND DEPARTMENT OF INTENDED FACULTY SUPERVISOR:
_________________________________________________________

Students must include the following with their applications:
- A one-page statement summarizing intended research
- A copy of their most recent unofficial academic transcript
- A letter or note of support from their intended faculty supervisor

APPLY BY 5PM MARCH 1, 2019
EMAIL APPLICATIONS TO RLEVITT@CLARKU.EDU